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Abstract

We propose a novel description scheme of protein
backbone conformation that can model the impor-
tant factors of protein structure fox,nation, such as
global interaction and geometric constraints. This
description scheme represents a protein conforma-
tion with several symbolic sequences of multiple lev-
els of abstraction. Each symbol in the sequence de-
notes the class of abstracted topology of subconfor-
marion with the size specific to the level. Low level
sequences of this description represent fine stT"uc-
tures of high resolution, and high level sequences
represent the abstracted topologies of large scale.
The classification of protein backbone subconforma-
tions of various sizes is the most important base
for this description scheme. This has never been
tried so far due to the complexity in dealing with
the number of degrees of .h~eedom in subconfor’ma-
tions. However, the proposed technique solved this
problem by abstracting the topology of middle and
large scale subconformations. This linear expan-
sion technique extracts a fixed num, ber of param-
eters as the expansion coe.~icients fi’om the co-
ordinate representation of subconformations. In
this case, the simple reverse-transformation from
the expansion coe2~icients reconstructs the three-
dimensional topology of a subconformation.
The analysis of the relation between primary struc-

ture of a region and the subconfmTnation of that re-
gion at each level in this description helps to model
both local and global interactions of protein struc-
ture formation. Further, the statistic analysis of
overlapping patterns of two subconformations mod-
els the geometric constraints important for a struc-
ture prediction system in generating a confor~na-
tion which is geometrically sound.

Keywords
Multi-level Description, Abstruction of Subconfor-
mation, Resolution, Subconfonnation of Various
Sizes, Linear Expansion, Fixed Number of Parame-
ters, Classification of Subconformation, Clustering,
Protein Structure Prediction.

Introduction

One of the most significant aspects of protein structure
prediction is the description scheme of protein confor-
mation. The conventional prediction methods usually
adopt the sequence of secondary structures as the de-
scription of protein conformation (Chou and Fasman
74). Despite its popularity, such a description suffers
two major problems.

1. Since the description is only concerned with the lo-
cal conformation, it is impossible for the prediction
methods to include the global interaction between
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distant sites in the primary structure (Branden and
Tooze 91: Asai et al 93; Metfessel anti Saurugger
93).

2. The description does not have the sufficient infor-
mation for reconstructing tile three-dimensional con-
formation. This lneans that the description does
not ]lave complete information of three-dinlensional
conformation. It is impossible to model three-
dinmnsional geometric constraints.

Thus, it is (lifficult for the secondary structure pre-
diction schemc~ to include the iml)ortant factors and
constraints of protein structure formation. Tile accu-
racy of the secondary structure, prediction is, therefore,
too poor to meet the practical demands in spite of all
the iml)rovements proposed so far (Ganlier et al 78;
King and Stenll)crg 90; Qian and Scjnowski 88; Liln
74; Bohr ct al 88; Cohen et al 86). Also, a method to
pack the sequence of sex:on(lary structures into tertiary
one is nct’e~ary to predict the thrce-dilnensional confor-
mation besides tile secondary structure prediction. Tile
tertiary structure prediction from the sequence of sec-
ondary structurcs is yet another difficult probleln (Co-
hen et al 82; Faslnan 89).

We propose a novel description schenle for protein
backbone conformation that can inodel the aforemen-
tioned significant factors or constraints. In this schclne,
a protein eonfo~wtation is described by multiple levels of
abstT"aetion. At each level, a symbolic sequen(’e rep-
resents the protein conforlnation, whcre each synlbol
&motes the class of subconformation of that level size.
A low level sequence represents the fine confornlational
structures, su(:h as sccontlary strnctures with fairly high
resolution, anti a high level sequence represents the at)-
stracted large-scale or global topologies with low reso-
lution.

The most important base of our scheme is the classi-
fication of subconfornlations of various sizes. Despite
a lot of classifications proposed so far, they are, in
general, concerned with small subconfornlations of a
fixed size, such as those of two or three residues (Miller
et al 93). Since the number of degrees of freedom in
the topology is ahnost proportional to the nmnbcr of
residues in a subconformation, it is hartt to formMizc
a uniform nlcthod to tipsily the subconformations of
different sizes.

A large-scale subconfolanation is complex because of
tile large number of degrees of freedom. Some abstrac-
tion on the subconformation’s topology is needed to
reduce this complexity. Our technique does this by lin-
early expanding the coordinate representation of sub-
conformations. A fixed series of expansion coefficients
is obtained as the result of the expaamion. With slight
inodification, these coefficients would beconle nllnleli-
cal parameters that represent tile topology of tile sub-
confolanation. Further, we caal control the number of
parameters by cutting the expansion at ant appropriate
order. Hence. the whole conformation of a protein is

described with a set of symbolic SC~luencc’s where each
sylnlx)l (lenotes tile class of a snbconfornlation and the
different scquence represents the topology at the differ-
ent level of abstraction. There are three advantages ill
such a nmlti-level description.

1. The analysis of the relation l)etween the topology of
a subconformation and the primary structure of that
region at each dcscrii)tion level models both the lo-
cal. intermediate, and global interactions of protein
structure fornlation.

2. Tile statistic analysis of the overlaplfing patterns
of neighboring subconfornlations models the thrcc-
dinlensional gcolnet14c constraints that leads the ])re-
diction method to generate a protein conformation
which is geometrically solmd.

3. The reconstlamtion from the multi-lcvel description
into the original three-dimensional coordinate repre-
sentation is nlathcmatically possible with an tolera-
ble error. This means that the nmlti-level description
can approximate the whole information of the thrcc-
dimensionM conformation.

Thus, I)ased on this description scheme, we can include
most factors of I)rotcin structure folanation in the pre-
diction.

The organization of this pat)er is as follows. First.
a nunlefit:al representation of subconfi)rnlations is de-
scribed ill detail. Se(:ond, a clustering technique for the
classification of subconformations is briefly mcntioncd.
Third. a lnodcling tcchniquc of geometric constraints
of sul)conformations is illustrated. Fourth, we show the
examples of protein conformation described. Fifth, we
show the cxalnplcs of the statistically modeled geonmt-
ric constraints. Finally. we conclude with our vision of
protein tertiary structure prediction using this descrip-
tion schenle.

Numerical Representation of
Subconformation

This section describes how to extrax:t a fixed lnunber
of nmnericM parameters representing the topology of
a backbone subeonformation of any size. Let us con-
sider the position of the C° atonl of each residue as
the representative position of the residue in a protein
confonnation. Let N be the number of residues in a
stlbconformation. It requires 3N parametel~ (X,Y,Z co-
ordinates for N C° atoms) for the complete representa-
tion of the subconformation’s position, orientation and
topology ill the three dimensional space. The number
of paTnmetevs is equal to the number of degrees of flee-
dora. regardless of the physical or chelnical constraints.
The three degrees of freedom for the subconformation’s
position and the ()tiler three for its orientation must 
sul)tracted froln the total number of degrees of freedonl.
Thus. 3N - 6 is the nuntber of parameters for the com-
plete representation of the subconfo~mation’s topology.
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This is. obviolmly, almost proportional to the nmnber
of 1~esi(lues in the sul)eonfonnation.

We, however, can admit the abst~uction of repTv, sen-
tation of the topology to be changed according to the
size of the subconfm~nation. This is beeanse low level
sequences represent fine conformational structures al-
nmst without abstraction, and, thus, high level se-
quences only have to represent abstracted topologies
of large scale conformations. The number of parame-
ters may be so fixed that it is sufficient for the complete
representation of the smallest subconformations at the
lowest level. Thus, when the number of residues in a
subconformation of the lowest level description is five,
3 x 5 - 6 = 9 is the nmnber of paranmtem.

To obtain the fixed lmlnber of parameters from the
topology of subconformations of any size, certain linear
expansion is applied to the coordinate representation of
a subconfoT~nation. The set of the expansion coefficients
obtained beconms, with slight modification, the set of
paxalnetcrs rcprcsenting the subconfonnation’s topol-
ogy. The lmlnber of parameters may bc controlled by
cutting the expansion at an appropriate order becanse
the significant coefficients usually appear at the lower
orders in the linear expansion. The simple reveme-
transformation from these paranmters reconstructs the
three-dimensional topology of the subconformation.

tSubconformation with 5-residue

)rigin

/
Positional Vectors weighted by ¢~5.tJ

Weights

~ 5,12

(~5,1 

%., o So

Figure 1: Abstraction of Subconfonnation’s Topology

The procedure of extracting the target paranmters is
as follows. First, a set of orthonornml bases for linear
expansion is provided. Second, the set of topological
vectors is introduced as the abstracted form of the sub-
conformation’s topology by expanding the coordinate
representation of a subconformation. To normalize the
orientation of the subconfommation, a set of unit vectors

specific to the subconformation is determined by two of
topological vectors. Finally, the set of target l)aranm-
ters X~, YI,. Zt, is calculated as the scalar products of
unit vectors an(l topological vectors.

In the following sulxsections, we shall mention the
procedure of extracting the parameters in detail. First,
we discuss the conditions for the orthonormal bases for
linear expansion. Secondly, we illustrate abstracted fea-
tures of a subconformation’s topology. Thirdly. we dis-
cuss how to normalize the orientation of a subconfor-
mation and how to obtain a fixed number of target pa-
rameters from that snbconformation. In the subsection.
wc fllrther prove that the total number of non-trivial
paranmters representing the topology of a subconfor-
mation with N residues is at most 3N - 6. Finally, we
briefly describe how to reconstruct the subconformation
even there is an insufficient number of subconformation
parameters.

Orthonormal Bases

The set of bases for the linear expansion in this study
must be orthonormal in the discrete system. A spe-
ciai set is thus required. One of the simplest set of
bases is defined by polynomials. Let N be the num-
bcr of components of thc basc. Let ~N.k, dcnote thc
ith colnponcnt of the base of kth order. This is sim-
ply defined by a kth order polynomial of x, ~oU.k(xl) 

3 .. ckx~. The orthonormalc + czx~ + c2x~ + caxi +. +
condition for this set is,

N--1
0 = E ~ON’ji~ON’ki J ¢ k

i=0 (1)
1 = E (~ON’ki)2

i=0

Please note Xi+l - xl is not necessarily constant. Since
the maximum number of bases is equal to the munber
of components of the bases, we can define a set of N
bases with N components from Oth to (N - 1)th order.

The summation of all components of each base. ex-
cept that of Oth order, must be equal to zero so that
the topological vectors generated by these bases should
be independent of the subconformation’s position. This
condition is automatically satisfied because of the or-
thogonal condition with the base of 0th order, whose
components have the constant value as is defined by
the 0th order polynonfial.

N--I N--I
10 = = k ¢ o,

i=0 i=0
N-1

therefore, 0 = ~ ~N,ki
i=O

k#O.

(2)
Topological Vectors
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X

Figure 2: A Subconfornlation and Its Major Topologi-
cal Vectors

Let Si be the positional vector representing tile position
of ith residue ill a snbconfonnation. The operation of
the orthonormal base ~ON.ki to the seric.s of the posi-
tional vector Si generates the topological vector Tk as
the expansion coefficients of the linear expansion.

N--1

Tk (a)
i--O

The ncglect of To is just thc subtraction of the degrees
of freedom for translational transformation, because the
position of the, subconfornmtion or the translational
transformation does not influence the other topologi-
cal vectom as bch)w. For k i£ 0,

N--1 N-1 N--1

i=0 i=0 i=O
N--1

-~" E ~ON’kiSi"

*--0

(4)
where t is an arbitrary vector representing a transla-
tional transformation.

T2 T4

Figure 3: Tile Four Bases and The Corresponding
Topological Vectors

It is important to know what these topological vec-
tors represent. Considering the properties of the bases
used to generate these vectors.

1. T1 represents al)I)roximatcly tile diffcrence between
the mean positions of thosc residues near the flint
residue aald those near the last one in a subconfor-
mation. The length of this vector may l)e, thercfore.
considered as the abstractcd length of thc subconfor-
mation.

2. T2 rcpresents approximately thc difference betwecn
the mean position of those residues at the middle and
the lncan position of those near thc first and last ones
ill a subconformation. Thus, the the length of this
vector represents how the subconfomnation curves.

3. T3 obviously represents the twist.

4. T4 represcnts the meander.

Hencc. this set of topological vectors arc the abstracted
form of the topology of a snbconformation.

Target Parameters

The direction of the topological vectors depends on the
orientation of the subconformation. To obtain a set
of paralneters invariant of rotational transformatiom
the oricntation of tile subconformation must be normal-
izcd. Let us introduce a set of unit coordinate vectors.
e~, ev, ek, for the subconformation to be represented.
The conditions for these unit vectors are so determined
that the dircction of T1 is always the same a.~ that of
e~ and T2 is in the plane defincd by e~ and e~, as
below.

T1 ¯ ez > 0, Tl ¯ e~ = 0, Tl - ey = 0,
T2"e~ >0, T2.e~ >0, T2-eu---0.

(5)

These unit (:oordinate vectors must satisfy the condi-

rl
Normalizing The Orientation

t" ex ey

Figure 4: Tile Unit Coordinate Vectors and Topological
V(~:tors

tions that 1) their length is equal to one, 2) they arc
mutually orthogonal, and 3) the vector product of ex
and ey is ez, as always.

The target parameters Xk, Yk, Zk representing the
abstracted topology of subconformation are calculated
as below,

Xk = Tk .e~, Y~ = Tk- e~,, Zk = T~. e~, (6)

obviously. X1,1:1, and 1:2 are always equal to zero. They
shall bc neglected.
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The subconformation call be represented by 3M - 3
I>arameters using M topological vectors. Since the
nmnber of possible bases are at most equal to tile num-
ber of residues N in a subconformation, at most N - I
topological vectors excluding To for the subconforma-
tion may be generated. The total number of possible
parameters is, therefore, 3M-3 = 3(N-1)-3 = 3N-6.
This is equal to the number of degrees of freedom in the
topology of subconformations with N residues as men-
tioned before.

A fixed mmlber of target parameters is obtained
by cutting the linear expansion at the appropriate
fixed order for the subconformations of ally size. In
our ease. nine parmneters Z1, X2, Z2, Xa, Y3, Z3,
)(4, Y4, Z4 representing the topology of a subcon-
formation are obtained from four topological vectors,
T1, T2. T3, andT4, which are in turn generated by four
bases ~ON,li, ~ON.2i, ~ON,3i, ~ON,4i.

Reconstruction of Subconformation

The reverse-transformation from this numerical repre-
sentation of a subconformation into its coordinate rep-
resentation is:

N--1

S~ = E ~ON,kiTk, (7)
k=l

where Si rcpresents the vector from the mean position
of the residues to the position of ith residue in the sub-
conformation since tile position of this subconformation
has already been normalized to the meali position of the
residues in this subconformation by neglecting To.

The topology of a subconfonnation with more than
five rcsidues is abstracted by the insufficient number
(< 3N - 6) of paranmters. Thus, it caamot be reverse-
transformed exactly from its own insufficient parame-
ters. Tile reconstruction of those large snbconforma-
tions is, however, possible provided that its component
subconformations are known. It is because the rela-
tive position and orientation of the component subcon-
formations against the parent subconformation can be
calculated as the three topological vectors of the com-
ponent snbconformations from 0th to 2nd.

Let A be a subconformation with N residues. Let B
be the subconformation with L(< N) residues. Suppose
A comprises B at the offset l(< N- L), B’s topological
vector To,j is calculated by,

l+L--1

TBj = E ~OL’j(i-l)Si" (8)
i=l

Since the exact Si cannot be calculated from the
insufficient number (< N - 1) of A’s topological vec-
tors TAd,, the approximated positional vector S~i di-
rectly reverse-transformed from the insufficient number
of topological vectors is, instead, nsed. Thus, approxi-

Subconformation A ~__ l

~ T (l-~L- 1)th
~.~,~"t~B, ! ~l~t <N_ i)th

Ta’° ~
Subconformation B I~_l

Approximated Topology of A

Figure 5: Topological Vectors of Tile Component Sub-
conformation

mated T’B.j(~ TB4) is calculated as below,

I+L--1

T~B.J = E ~OL’j(i-l)Sti
i=l

M<N--1 (9)
where S’~= E ~N,kiTk.

k--1

The low order T’B.i is the good approximation of cor-
responding TB.j as long as M is not so much smaller
than N, becansc the ~oL,#(,_l) of low order may be well
approximated by the snperposition of ~N,ki. Thus, the
relative position of B against A is calculated as T’D.0
the relative orientation is calculated as T’B.1 and T~B,2.
The exact TBj may be calculated by iterative approx-
imation. Hence. the topology of high level subconfor-
mation may be reconstructed by the information how
it is built up of its h)w level subconfonnations.

Classification of Subconformation
The subconformation represented by the aforenmn-
tioned nunmrical parameters shall be classified by the
statistic clustering. The purpose of the classification is
not for the chemical or biophysical analysis of subcon-
formations but for the classification of their topology.
Any clustering technique is applicable as long as the re-
sultant classification satisfies the condition that the well
populated region in the parameter space should not be
divided.

We provide an original method which involves a hy-
percube histogram so as to detect the well populated
regions in the parameter space, hi this nmthod, the
population of the data is counted in each hyper lat-
tice cube in n dimensional parameter space where n is
the number of data components. After this process,
the well populated and poorly populated regions shall
be detected by the population in each cube just like a
histogram. The clusters are formed by merging the hy-
percubes according to the population in the cubes and
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the Euclidian (listance between the cubes, The position
of each cluster’s (’enter deternfined as the mean position
of th(’ data ill each cluster is inflnenced by the size of
hyper cubes and tile condition under which tile clus-
tern are formed such as the threshohls in merging. It
should be. therefore, rcfine(1 by iterative inll)rovement
as follows.

1. The center of each cluster is calculated a,s the lnean
position of its initial members.

2. The whole data are discriminatcd into the clusters by
their Euclidian distance from the clusters’ center in
the sense that thc data should belong to the cluster
whosc center is the nearest of all the othcrs.

3. The center of clusters is again calculated from its new
members.

This procedure is iterated until the position of eax:h
cluster center converges. The poorly populated clus-
ters is discarded during the iteration, the discarded
data shall be discriminated into the lmarest active clus-
ter at the next iteration. The number of clusters can
be controlled by molfitoring this number during the it-
eration. We adopted sixteen a,s the number of clusters
for eax’h subconformation size.

Modeling Geometric Constraints
The geometric constraints shM1 be modeled by anMyz-
ing all possible overlapping patterns of two classes of
subconfonnations. If two subconformations can gco-
nmtrically share several residues or overlaps, such all
overlapping pattern shouht appear frequently in the real
protein conformation. Thus, the frequency of each over-
lapping pattern in the real protein conformation may be
considercd as a stochastic constraint of protein confor-
matiou.

Ag Preceding subconformation t~ Preceding subconformarion

Followin 8 subcoformation Followin 8 sub~oformation

B5 overlaps A9 at offset 2 B$ overlaps .45 at offset 2

Figure 6: Overlapping Patterns

We define each overlapping pattern by 1) the class
of preceding subconformation, 2) the class of following
subconformation and 3) the offset in the overlapping.
The offset of 3) denotes the relative position of the ini-
tial residue of the following subconformation against
the position of the initial residue of the preceding sub-
confornmtion in the primary structure. For instauce,
the a 5-residue subeonformation of class B overlaps a
9-residue subconformation of A and the initial residue
of B is the second residue of A can be described as "B5

overlaps A9 at offset 2.’" We defilm initial residue of a
sub(’onformation as "0th residue" not "first residue".
Note that the offset in the t)attern of small subcon-
formations is strongly coustrained by the two (’lasses
of subconfornmtions involved in the pattern since the
small subconformations are classified with high resolu-
tion and this distribution of the offset is peaky. On the
contrary, the offset of the l)attern of large subconfor-
mations is not so much constrained ms that of smaller
ones since the classification of large subconformation is
rough an(l the distribution of the offset is fuzzy.

The complete representation of the overlapping pat-
terns of large subeonformations requires large number
of parameters because the number of possible offset is
ahnost proportional to the size of tile subcouh)rnmtiol,s.
Tile nnnlber of l)arameters, however, can be reduced re-
nlarkably like the aforementioned abstraction technique
al)plied to thc al)stracted topology of large subconfor-
mation. The linear expansion abstracts the distribution
of the frequency with respect to the offset. Thus, only
five coctiicients or parameters gl(0 < l < 4) represent
the distribution even when the number of possible off-
set is large. Let L be the number of possible offset.
Let f, bc the frequency of overlapping pattern with re-
spect to the offset i. The santo orthonormal sct ~0t~,L,
as we defined in subsection 2.1 may be applied for this
expansion as below.

L--1

gt = E qOL,lifi. (t0)
i=0

Let N be the number of residues ill the precediug sub-
confornlation, an(l M be that of the following one. Let
us further denote j as the class of the preceding subcon-
forlnation and k as of the following one. Let l(0 < l < 4)
denotes the order of the coefficient of those representing
the abstracted distribution of frequency. The stochasti-
cMly mo(leled geometric constraints of overlapping pat-
tern shM1 be described by the table of probability coef-
ficients G N M,jk.t.

For those ovcrlapping patterns whose two mutually
overlapping subconformations have the same number
of residues N, the possible offset i is restricted to those
satisfy the condition 0 < i < (N- 1). On the other
hand, when N is greater than M, the possible offset i
is restricted to satisfy the condition 0 < i < (N - M),
since we restrict the pattern to be those whose larger
subconformation completely comprise the smaller one.

It is important to note that a very frequent (:lass
of subconforlnations has many chance to overlap any
class though a rare class has few chance. Thus, the
frequency of overlapping pattern should be normalized
by the frequency of the class of the subconformations
in the patterns. When the probability of the following
subconfornmtion in a pattern is requested, the pattern’s
frequency must be divided by the frequency of the class
of preceding subconfonnation. When the probability of
the preceding one is requested, the pattern’s frequency
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must be divided by tile that of the following one. If
the 1"equated probability is concenled with the pattern
itself, tile frequency of the pattenl should be divided
by both frequency of preceding and following ones and
then, tile frequency of tile pattenl should be nntltiplied
by tile total nunlber of subconforlnations involved in the
analysis. This normalized frequency divided by both
frequency of classes and multiplied by the total number
of subeonfornlations evaluates how frequently it occurs
regardless of the frequency of the classes.

Description Examples

The data set used iu this study was obtained fronl PDB
in July 1992. The total mmlber of entries is 1252 and
the total nuulber of protei11 chains is 1836. We selected
466 backbone chains whose nnltual homology of their
alniuo acid sequence is less than 80% after the pairwise
alignlnent.

The data set of N-residue level is obtained by cal-
culating the nine paralneters of all the possible sub-
conformations with N residues in all the selected pro-
tein cllaillS. We classified the subconformations of
5,9,17,33,65 and 129 (N = 2" + 1) residues and ob-
tained the sixteen classes for each size of subconforma-
tion by the aforelnentiolled clustering technique. The
alphabets fronl A to P denote the classes of subconfor-
1nations. The population of each class is shown in this
table below:

Class
5

A 23159
B 3801
C 3995
D 4050
E 2960
F 5751
G 4227
H 3239
I 2851
J 3412
K 2630
L 3215
M 2572
N 2740
0 3780
P 7190

81715

Size of Snbconformation
9 17 33 65 129

14669 10427 3637 3291 3906
3990 5092 5192 2628 156
3387 4481 4658 3468 1506
6608 4166 4092 3142 2440
3818 3093 4674 3170 1489
3447 3250 4259 3875 2343
3237 4881 3897 3772 1573
5102 4070 3992 2997 1745
4405 3965 2915 3172 1970
3578 3509 4880 3925 1639
4386 3004 3317 3241 1909
4179 3916 3575 3276 1438
2715 4223 2973 063 2245
4328 3088 3557 2911 1750
4750 5702 4399 3735 2160
4492 5124 4444 3229 2662

Total 79324 74784 66599 52943 33069

The conformation of a Protein 6TIM-B (B chain of
TRIOSEPHOSPHATE ISOMERASE) is described in
this scheme as below, where S. S. means secondary
structure. We can see that at the 5-residue level, the
position of symbol A usually corresponds to that of
helix denoted by h, and those of P,F and C usually
corresponds to that of sheet denoted by s. Tills means
that the sequence of five-residue level well corresponds
to that of secondary stnlctures. Likewise, we may as-
sulne that the sequence of 17- or 33-residue level woldd
correspond to the sequence of super secondary strue-
tutus. Also, the sequence of 65- or 129-residue level
wouhl correspond to the seqlmnce of domain or global
s~;~ue~ure.

Level 0 1 2 3
129
65
33
17
9
5

S.S.

129
65
33
17
9
5

S.S.

129
65
33
17
9
5

S.S.

129
65
33
17
9
5

S.S.

129
65
33
17
9
5

S.S.

129
65
33
17

9
5

S.S.

129
65
33
17
9
5

S.S.

EEEEEJJ
FFFOOBI~DDDDDFFFOONI~I~

KKGGMMI~OOOOOAAAAAADBBPPPLDDDHI
DDDDDDIPPPNKEBBAAAAAAAAFFFLPPNNLHDD

HLFPLPPPPMC-CCHBAAAAAAAAAAAGJFPDIECFPP
sssss hhhhhhhhhhhh ss

4 5 6 7
PPJAAAAAAAAAAAA

JJJJJJJJHHHFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFJJJLLLLLLLLAA
DDDDHHHHHKKKKKLLLLLLBBBBDDDIIIIII/HHNNLLH
IGGJMNNCOOOBBBPPLLEFFHHIKKGGGJJJPPLLEO00
DOIKEBBAAAAAFFLNKMGLHDDOOPPPPNNNNMNNLLKE
PFCHBAGMAAAAAGKFIBGJOFPODKOHDJEIGJDGJHOB
sss hhhhhhh sssss

8 9 10 11
AAAAEEEEEEEEPPPPPPPPPAAAAAAAIJJJJFFFFFFF
AAFFFFFFFJJJGGGLLLJJJJJJJJLLLHHHFEEEEEEF
NGGGOOOONNNNDDDDDHHHHFFOOBBBDDDDDMMHOOLL
ABBPPLEFFDHIIGGGBBPPPCCCCOCBAAAAABBBPPLE
BBACCJGLPHOOIIEEBBACJGGBKEBBAAAAAAAACCJG
AAAAANEPMKCLDKCBAAAAANEPCBAAAAAAAAAAAANE
hhhhhh ssss hhhhhh hhhhhhb_hhhhhh
12 13 14 15
FJAAAAAAAAAALLLLPPPPPPPPPPPPPPFFFFAAAAAA
JGGGGGGGGKKKKKKLLLLLLLLLKKKKEEEDOOKKDDDD
LLBJJJPPPIIIIIHFFOOBBBJJJPPPCCCCHFFOOLLL
EFFHHKKKGGGJMNNLCCOOAAAAAAAAAABBBCCPPLDD
LPHDDDDDIKEBBCCJGBEFAAAAAAAAAAACFBNEBBAF
CLPLPFFCHOBAAAANEMMAAAAAAAAAAAAAGJOBAAAA

ssssss hhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhh

16 17 18 19
AAAAAAAFFFFFFFFFFFFFPPPAAA
DDDKKKKgKgEKKKNNNDDDLLLLKKKKKKKKKKKKNNNE
BJJJJPPPPIIIHHFFOOBBBBJJJEPPPPCCCCHFFOOL
DHHHKKGGGGMNLLLOOOOMMAAAAAAAAAABBBBPPPCC
FHHDDDIKEBBCCJGLHIKEBBAAAAAAAAAAAAACJGGE
GJOPPFCOBAGMGIEJCLHBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAANHB
hhsssss hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
20 21 22 23

EEEEAAAJJJJJJJJAFF
LLBBJJJDPPIIIIIIHHKKKKKLLLLNNNNDDD
CODDHHHHIIGGMNNNCCOOOBPPPLEEDFDIGGMMNNPC
BBAFFLHDDIIPPNKEBBAAAFACCJGLHOOIIEBBCCEB
AAAAGIFPPFFIKPCBAGAAAAAGIBGJOJPLPDAAAGNB
hhhhhh sss hhhhhh ssss hhhh

24

O0
BAAAAA
AAAAAAAG

hhhhhh

The next partial descriptions of three protein confor-
mations show that 129-residue level of the confonna-
tiou of 5MBA (MYOGLOBIN) is very close to those
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of 4HHB (HUMAN HEMOGLOBIN). We can assume
from these d~cription that tile 129-residue level (le-
scription "DDDD..." should l)e a feature of Globin
Family.

However, the 129-residue level description of 4FXN
(FLAVODOXIN), which does not belong to Globin
Family, is also "DDDDDDDDDD". Ill this case, the
topology is very different at the 33-residue level de-
scription. This means that, the abstracted topology
of 4FXN’s global conformation is close to 4HHB-C or
4HHB-D, but the global topology is built up of the di/-
]erent component subconfovmations or super secondary/
st~’actu,’es.

Chain
5MBA
4HHB-C
4HHB-D
4FXN

5MBA
4HHB-C
4HHB-D
4FXN

5MBA
4HHB-C
4HHB-D
4FXN

129-Residue level
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
DDDDDDDDDDDDD
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
DDDDDDDDDD
Part of 33-Residue Level
EEEEEEEEEEEEEDCCCCCCCKKKKMMGGGGGGGG
EEEEEEEEEEPPPPCCCCCHHFFFOGGGGGGGGGG
EEEEEEEEEPPPPCCCCCKKKKKMMGGGGGGGGGG
DDDDHFFFOOOGGGGGCCCHHHKKKKKLLLBBBDD
Part of 5-Residue Level
HHBAAAAAAAAAGAAAAAKDAAAAAAAAAAAAAAK
OBAAAAAAAAAAAAKMAGMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAKD
COBAAAAAAAAAAAGIPDAAAAAAAAAAAAAAKDA
PFCFPDNEMAAAAAAAAAAAAAANEIFPOFCHBAG

In this way. a protein conformation described in this
nmlti-level description scheme shows how the eonfor-
n|ation is built up of the component subconfornlations.

Examples of Geometric Constraints

A5-A5

K5-M5 A5-P5

Figure 7: Geometric Constraints of 5-residue Subcon-
formations

The data set for analyzing the geometric constraints is
the same as that of thc previous section. We analyzed
all overlapping patterns with honmgeneous geouletric
constraints, that is, constraints which have the same
subconformation levels. On the other hand, we only
analyzed overlapping patterns of adjacent levels which
have heterogeneous geometric constraints, that is, con-
straints for different subconformation levels.

These figures show how frequently the subeouforma-
tions overlap. The horizontal axis indicates the offset
and the vertical axis indicates the probability, that is,
the nonnalized frequency of the pattern. In this case.
the frequency of the pattern is divided by the frequency
of preceding subconformation’s class. The 5-residue
subconformation A5 which corresponds to helix is a
contimmus subconformation. Thns, the frequency dis-
tribution of A5 and A5 with respect to the offset is
fiat. The frequency distribution of PS-P5 is not so
fiat as that of AS-AS, though P5 which corresponds
to a kind of strand is also a continuous subconforma-
tion. This means that A5 is nmre contimmus than P5.
The frcxluency distribution of K5-M5 suggests that K5
usually overlaps M5 at offset 1, and it rarely overlaps
at the other offset. P5 anti A5 hardly overlap as shown
in Figure 7, since helix is geometrically very different
from strand.

A9-A5 D9-P5

Figure 8: Geometric Constraints of 9-residue and 5-
residue Subconformations

Since the 9-residue subconforination A9 corresponds
to helix, the component subconforlnation here slmuld
belong to A5. The figure shows that the frequency dis-
tribution is flat and the normalizcd frequency at any
offset is almost 1. This nmans, when the class of sub-
confonnation at 9-residue level is A9, no other ch~
of subconformation at 5-residue level than A5 (:an oc-
cur at that region. Likewise, D9 which corresponds to
strand should be built on P5. and the figure shows that
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the normalized frequency distribution at any offset of
D9-P5 is around 0.5. Tile 9-residue subconformation
E9 usually occurs at the beginning of helix. Thus. E9
should permit A5 at around offset 3 or 4. The probabil-
ity of occurrence of A5 at the region of E9 shows that
A5 hardly occurs at offset 0 or 1, but often at offset 3
or 4.

In this way, the statistically modeled geometric con-
straints show how the subconformations overlap and
how they arc built on the component subconforma-
tions. Thus, these geonmtric constraints would greatly
improve protein structure prediction.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a multi-level descrip-
tion scheme of protein conformation, in which the fine
structures are represented at the low level with high res-
olution and the global structure at the high level with
low resolution. A low level description corresponds well
to the sequence of a secondary structure. Further, the
description gives the information of how the global con-
formation is built up of component subconformations of
various sizes.

The advantages of this scheme are that: 1) we can
nmdel the constraints between the subconformation and
the primary structure at each level, from local to global,
2) we can model the geometric constraints of protein
conformation, and 3) a protein conformation described
in this scheme can be reconstructed into original three
dimensional conformation.

Frequencies of overlapping patterns of subconforma-
tions may be used as stochastic constraints in predict-
ing protein tertiary structures. Hence, we propose a
prediction method that predicts the protein conforma-
tion in the sense that the topology of a subconfonna-
tion is not only determined by the primary structure of
that region but also constrained by those surrounding
or comprising subconformations. A scheme of stochas-
tic reasoning shall be used to implement this prediction
method. The stochastic constraints of that scheme is
derived from real protein conformation data.

Recent results of our prediction system which con-
tains the statistically modeled geometric constraints
show that the set of geometric constraints can improve
the predicted conformation remarkably. This predic-
tion system first predicts the class of subconformation
at every site of every level from the primary structure
at that region regardless of the geometric constraints.
Then, it refines the roughly prediction by introducing
the geometric constraints.

Now that, we have a mathematically well formalized
description scheme of protein conformation. Pattern
recognition techniques can then applied to model the
relations between the primary structures and the con-
formations. This description scheme also enables the
researchers to apply particular algorithms to include
geometric constraints in their prediction systems. The

nnflti-level description schenm shaU be an important
base for the protein structure l)rediction.
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